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Fountain  Codes
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System Model

NOTATION   
l : number of information symbols
l : number of output symbols
l : reception overhead
l : binary (nxk)-encoding matrix
l : weight of H
l Complexity : number of the edges of the Tanner graph of 

LT code
Binary Erasure Channel
Maximum Likelihood Decoding Algorithm (MLDA)
l with encoding symbol vector    ,  input symbol vector  

l Unique solution exists                
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Performance of LT Codes

MLDA vs. Lower Bound[6] with k=200
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[6] K.-M. Lee, H. Radha, B.-J. Kim and H.-Y. Song, “Kovalenko’s Full-Rank Limit and Overheads as Lower Bounds of 
Error-Performances of LDPC and LT Codes Over Binary Erasure Channels,” International Symposium on Information 
Theory and its Applications, 2008.



Encoding of LT Codes
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Non-uniform Column Weight 
Distribution
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Negative Influence of Non-uniform 
Distribution of Column Weight

WHY?
l Null column effect – sometimes some input symbols never be 

chosen
ü These are never recovered
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overheads Null columns / Frame overheads Null columns / Frame

0.00 0.0796460177 0.04 0.0466507177

0.01 0.0821256039 0.05 0.0439461883

0.02 0.0714285714 0.06 0.0351380423

0.03 0.0501138952 0.07 0.0368344274

The case of encoding k=200 information symbols using BAD PRNG



Using Permutations
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Permute by decimation

Decimation
l Given a sequence      and any integer         , a     th decimation of 

is any sequence     obtained by taking every    th term of 
original sequence

We can generate some permutations without  
transmission of any seed value

Select the number      appropriately  to avoid short period 
of permutation patterns
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The selection of d

Define the order of     as
l

We want to have the order of      is not too small to get 
various combinations of information symbols

We choose the       which has the largest order among all 
the coprime number of
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The selection of d         

The orders of every coprimes
when the vector size k=200

The largest order is 20 
while the smallest one is 2

We’d better choose the larger one
than the smaller one

Small order makes a few patterns 
repeated

Large order makes the vector have
more various patterns 11Coding and Crypto Lab.



Simulation Result (2)

k=200, d=17, ord(d)=20, using MLDA, with various erasure 
ratio
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THANK   YOU!

{my.nam, hysong} @ yonsei.ac.kr
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